
Sardeep Sud Mumbai 
Animals are respected in theUnited States as human beingsare. This is a plus point in the U.S.culture, to love pets as well ashuman beings.

M. Qamar New Delhi 
It is a mouth-watering article and it is a matter of pride

that India’s recipes are becoming popular.

Surinder Singh Bhatia New Delhi

Indian Americans and their achievements in a foreign land: This type of

feedback is not available in other magazines. We feel proud of their

remarkable achievement.

Sudhir Pawha Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

I chanced upon the May/June issue of SPAN and was delighted to come

across the write-up on Nusrat Durrani, whom I had lost touch with over

the last 30 years. I have known his family and him closely as a young

teenager, being from my city of Lucknow. With his sterling qualities, his

tenacity and sincerity have stood by him in his struggles. I have not for-

gotten his affectionate and caring moments spent by my bedside during

my long bout of ill-health, his bringing food (Awadhi cuisine) which I was

fond of. I thank you for updating me on this wonderful young man and his

success story.

Mohan Singh Amritsar, Punjab
The erstwhile similarity between Washington, D.C.
and New Delhi vis-à-vis taxation is surprising but
not known to many Indians, including me.
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Arundhati Raja Bangalore   
The cover doesn’t reflect the
basic premise of the editorial—
the warmth of the relationship
between man and pet.

Leslie Pearson Joseph Chennai  
I rate the cover seven out of 10
because I think it’s very artistic,
elegant and a unique looking
cover.

Vasant Mahadeo Sapre

Kolhapur, Maharashtra

To be frank, I am not a lover of

pets. In fact, I dislike them. But

going through the special arti-

cles, my interest was roused.

Ganga Sethu
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu 
I liked all the articles on pets,
including “Why People Love
Dogs,” because they would
make anyone think why
human beings are not able to
love each other.


